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Somehow, I’ve wound up here, curtained in a cool, late summer’s 
midnight, breaking into a neighbor’s garage through 
the unlocked window, not drunk or stoned, but bored 
and ballsy-curious, rummaging through the tool chest 
and refrigerator—batteries in the butter tray, leftover cake 
between two paper plates wrapped in green cellophane, 
a long neck old enough for the label to have peeled itself  off—
everything measured and the symmetry alien, 
clean-cut and categorized so I can’t understand. How odd 
and expected it is when I remember what a garage 
is supposed to look like, as if  a postal worker who happens upon 
a picture of  the human heart on the cover of  a magazine 
he’s delivering, the beads of  veins on the lumpy muscle, 
purple and red and white, must think to himself, “Yes, 
that’s correct. That’s inside me,” not the inked symbol one sees 
too often on greeting cards, but the actual heart, 
like the neat shelves and hooks with ladders and tree pruners 
in this garage, the floor as carefully swept and organized 
as an operating room. I had only known the unfortunate, 
cruddy wrecks of  wire spools and mismatched cans 
of  dried paint, queer cuts and nubs of  lumber, plumb bobs 
without strings, drawers of  sockets all the same size, 
a man cursing as he snakes between cardboard boxes bent in 
and busted at the bottom seam, as he digs for
the blunt tip of  the linesman’s pliers somewhere in a sea 
of  tarps and empty oil cans, a man who exhales 
his plans, of  structure and harmony for the space, out loud, 
“Bolt a countertop below the electric panel. Assemble 
a wall of  nooks where power tools can fit, label it. Buy 
a new thirty pack for the minifridge,” as if  reciting a prayer—
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the incense of  gear grease thick in the cramped tool house.  
The clutter and jumble I once knew as the mark of  someone 
engrossed in his own life, of  someone observing a physical landscape 
he can create and scale, build and pare back, architect, 
candlemaker, a weekend ranger pruning the shrubs in his front yard.  
No butcher or airplane pilot. No slob, but a fanatic.  
A tomcat crouched on the hatch of  a sewer drain, protective, 
as if  the bunker it defended were an entrance 
to the hereafter. A man whose sanctuary has no room for cars.


